
Instructions for a music mobilé
Instructions No. 1339
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 1 hour

Your little ones will love this music mobile made of printed Felt. With little effort, with the motif template and the instructions you can sew the pretty children's
room decoration yourself and even integrate a music clock 

It's that simple:

For the Mobilé you need only printed Felt, adhesive fleece, volume fleece,
filling wadding, a music clock, Wobbly eyes, Satin ribbon, sewing thread and
of course scissors and the sewing machine 

Simply print out the motif templates, cut out the motifs and cut them out as
Pattern with approx. 0.5 cm seam allowance. Fix the small stars and the
nose with adhesive fleece on the moon and cloud with the iron.

The two moon and both cloud felt cuts get a first padding by volume fleece.
This can be easily fixed with iron-on fleece. Now simply place the
corresponding blanks on top of each other, position the music box
movement, staple everything together with Pins and fill with cotton wool 

Moon and cloud are sewn together. A sewed Satin ribbon holds both parts
together. A hanger and a small loop from Satin ribbon sew on top and finally
glue on the Wobbly eyes 

Dear sewer, as fabrics are seasonal goods and we always want to have trendy fabrics in stock for you, it can happen that the sewn fabric is no longer in our
range.

In our fabric section you will find a large selection of great fabrics. Click here to discover all the fabrics.

Article number Article name Qty
820356-06 Musical box movementLa, Le, Lu 1
221931 Filler absorbent cotton against dust mites 1
378512 Volume fleece, thickness 8 mm 1
347489 VBS Iron-on fleece 1
620773 VBS Wobbly eyes to glue on "Round", 16 mm, 50 pieces 1
620789 VBS Wobbly eyes to glue on "Round", 20 mm, 30 pieces 1

Article information:

https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/fabrics-and-sewing-accessories/fabrics-a-z/
https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/fabrics-and-sewing-accessories/fabrics-a-z/


347556 KREUL Disappearing ink pen 1
360289 Glass head-Pins Prym, 30 mm 1
111065 VBS Handicraft glue 1
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